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865-974-3871  www.utsports.com 

 

To:  Mike Slive, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference 
From:    Matt Hibbs, Senior Director of Compliance  
Date:  March 20, 2013 
RE:  Report of Secondary Violation 
 

The University of Tennessee is reporting a violation of NCAA Bylaw 
13.1.5.2 (Contacts in Football) 

 
Date and Location of Violation 

 
The violation occurred on February 1, 2013, at Calhoun’s restaurant in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, when prospective student-athlete  had contact with University 
of Tennessee (“Tennessee”) football staff by accompanying a friend and fellow prospective 
student-athlete on that prospective student-athlete’s meal during an official visit. 

 
Description of the Violation 

 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.5.2, an “institution shall be limited to six in-person, off-campus 
recruiting contacts per prospective student-athlete at any site. . . .”  unexpected 
presence at the restaurant constituted an impermissible seventh contact. 

 
During  recruitment period, Tennessee changed its head football coach, along with 
various accompanying coaches. Prior to the change, Tennessee football staff had two 
recruiting contacts with . The new regime had four such contacts with . Therefore, 
Tennessee reached the maximum number of recruiting contacts under Bylaw 13.1.5.2. 
However,  initiated a seventh contact, when he accompanied a friend and fellow 
prospective-student athlete to that prospective student-athlete’s meal during his official visit. 

 
Tennessee did not have knowledge of  intention to attend the meal, and the coaches and 
recruiting staff in attendance were not aware of any potential impermissible contact at the 
time when  arrived unexpectedly. The violation was discovered by the football staff upon 

 arrival, and was reported to the Tennessee Compliance staff. Subsequently, the 
Compliance staff  conducted  rules  education  sessions  with  the  associated  football  staff  to  
review  the involved Bylaw and others related to recruiting contacts. 

 
Identity of the Individuals Involved in the Violation 

 
Prospective student-athlete  –  
Football Staff 
 

 
 



How the Institution Became Aware of the Violation 
 

The violation was discovered by the football staff upon  arrival and was reported to the 
Tennessee Compliance staff. 

 
Mitigating Factors 
 

 was expected to remain on campus.  However, another PSA making an official visit 
inform  about the meal and invited him to attend.   transported himself off campus 
and purchased his meal.    
 
List of Corrective Actions 

 
- The Compliance staff has conducted rules education with the involved recruiting 
 office and football staff. 

 
 
 
We believe no recruiting advantage was gained and the institution has taken the 
appropriate corrective actions. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
me.  Thank you. 

 
 
 
cc: Jimmy Cheek  
 Dave Hart  
 Donald Bruce  
 Mike Ward 
 Mike Vollmar 
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To: Mike Slive, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference 
 
From:  Karen Kelly, Director of Compliance  

Date: May 2, 2013 

RE: Report of Violation 
 
The University of Tennessee is reporting violations of NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 
(Electronic Transmissions) 

 
 
 
Date and Location of Violation 

 
The violations occurred during the weeks following the hiring of our new associate 
swimming coach on August 1, 2012, at the University of Tennessee (“Tennessee”).  

 
Description of the Violation 

 
NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 states that electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to 
a prospective student-athlete is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. All other forms of 
electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant messenger, text messaging) are 
prohibited.  
 
After a few weeks at Tennessee, the head swimming coach asked newly-hired associate 
swimming coach, Tyler Fenwick (“Fenwick”), about his communication with any prospective 
student-athletes with whom he had a prior relationship. Fenwick informed the head coach that 
he maintained contact via text messages with four prospective student-athletes with whom he 
had a previous relationship, but that he believed the contacts were permissible based on his 
close prior relationships. Unfortunately, while Fenwick knew the prospective student-athletes 
and their families on a very personal basis through numerous years’ association, his 
relationship with the prospective student-athletes was nonetheless based on his former capacity 
as their coach. Therefore, Fenwick’s text messages violated NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2. He self-
reported his violations to the Tennessee Compliance staff and received rules education 
regarding permissible recruiting contacts.  
 
Identity of the Individuals Involved in the Violation 

 
Associate Swimming Coach – Tyler Fenwick 
Prospective Student-Athletes –  

 



How the Institution Became Aware of the Violation 
 
The Compliance Office became aware of the violation when Fenwick was asked by the head 
coach how he communicated with several prospective student-athletes, with whom he 
previously had a relationship.  Upon Fenwick’s response, the head coach suggested he speak 
with the Compliance Office because he could be in violation of the recruiting restrictions.  
Fenwick immediately contacted the Compliance Office and met regarding his communication 
through text messages to these prospective student athletes. 

 
The Reason the Violation Occurred 

 
Fenwick was under the impression that because he had an established relationship with these 
prospective student-athletes prior to his hiring and arrival at the University of Tennessee, it was 
still permissible for him to communicate with them via text messaging. He did not realize that 
because his established relationship was based strictly on swimming and his prior coaching 
position with the Mission Viejo Nadadores (Swim Club), such relationship was not an 
exception under the applicable NCAA Bylaws.  

 
List of Corrective Actions 

 
- The Southeastern Conference (“SEC”) provides a prescribed penalty for violations of 

NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2. “The involved institutional staff member(s) shall not be permitted to 
make telephone contact with any prospective student-athlete for the 14 calendar days 
immediately following discovery of the violation. The institution shall not be permitted to 
make telephone contact, send recruiting materials (per NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1), or send 
permissible electronic transmissions (per NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2) to the prospective student-
athlete involved in the violation for the 30 calendar days immediately following discovery of 
the violation.” 

- Fenwick and the rest of the swimming staff were advised of the above penalties.  
- Additionally, the Tennessee Compliance staff met with Fenwick and provided further rules 

education on recruiting contact bylaws.  
 
 
We believe the institution has taken the appropriate corrective actions. If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  Thank you. 
 
 
 
cc: Jimmy Cheek 
 Dave Hart  
 Donald Bruce  
 Mike Ward 
 Dara Worrell 
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To:  Mike Slive, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference 
From:    Karen Kelly, Director of Compliance 
Date:  March 12, 2013 
RE:  Report of Secondary Violation 
 
The University of Tennessee is reporting a violation of NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1 
(Recruiting Materials and Electronic Transmissions) and 13.10 (Presence of Media 
during Recruiting Contact). 
 
Date and Location of Violation 
 
The violation occurred on December 22, 2012, in Swimming World Magazine. 
 
Description of the Violation 
 
Associate Swimming and Diving coach, Tyler Fenwick, was asked to write a weekly article for 
Swimming World magazine. The weekly “Ask a Coach” column allows anyone that reads the 
magazine to submit swimming-related questions to the magazine to be answered by a swim coach. 
Coach Fenwick agreed to write an article each week that would consist of a response to the 
questions fielded specifically for him. Fenwick began submitting articles to the magazine in October 
2012, without notifying the Compliance Office. Anyone that submits a question is not required to 
give personal information but a high school student chose to reveal in his submission (which was 
responded to by Coach Fenwick) that he is a junior. The Compliance Office feels that this 
communication with a PSA was publicized when the magazine published the article, therefore 
violating Bylaw 13.10. 
 
Identity of the Individuals Involved in the Violation 
 
Tyler Fenwick, Associate Swimming Coach 
 
How the Institution Became Aware of the Violation 
 
Associate Swimming and Diving coach, Tyler Fenwick, e-mailed the Associate Athletic Director for 
Compliance, Todd Dooley, asking him to look over the response written for this weekly column 
before forwarding it to the publication. Fenwick sent the drafted response to compliance because 
the topic was obtaining athletic scholarships in intercollegiate swimming.  
 
Director of Compliance, Karen Kelly, researched the Swimming World Magazine column and 
found Fenwick had responded to questions from prospective student-athletes and their 
parents/guardians through these articles. Two submissions led to this violation because the writers 
revealed that they were parents of a high school swimmer and another question was sent from a 
high school junior.  
 



List of Corrective Actions 
 

- Coach Fenwick has been prohibited from submitting responses to Swimming World 
Magazine’s “Ask a Coach” column that involve PSA’s. 

 
- Coach Fenwick will receive rules education on correspondence to prospective student-

athletes and their family members, as well as publicity restrictions for this type of 
correspondence. 

 
- A letter of admonishment was issued to Coach Tyler Fenwick. 

 
 
We believe the institution has taken the appropriate corrective actions. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me.  Thank you. 
 
 
 

cc: Don Bruce 
 Jimmy Cheek 
 Tyler Fenwick 
 Dave Hart 
 Matt Kredich  
 Mike Ward 
 Dara Worrell 
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To: Mike Slive, Commissioner of the Southeastern Conference 
From: Matthew Hibbs, Senior Director of Compliance 
Date: April 16, 2013 
RE: Report of NCAA secondary violation 
 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE IS REPORTING A VIOLATION OF NCAA BYLAW 13.1.1.2, CONTACTS AND 

EVALUATIONS – TWO-YEAR COLLEGE PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETES 

Date and Location 

The violation occurred on March 16, 2013 on-campus at the University of Tennessee. 

Description 

Assistant football coach (Coach) asked Senior Director of Compliance (Compliance) if  
, a non-qualifier junior college prospect (Prospect), could come on 

campus for an unofficial visit. Coach did not know if Prospect was in his first or second 
year at the junior college. Prospect was planning on departing his junior college in a 
matter of minutes and needed to ensure the visit was permissible prior to commencing 
travel. Prospect was not registered with the Eligibility Center and a transcript was unable 
to be obtained prior to Prospect departing his junior college. An internet search showed 
an anticipated junior college graduation date of December 2013, classification as a “2014 
prospect” and articles detailing visits to other Division I institutions. Based on this 
information, Compliance determined that Prospect could attend campus on an unofficial 
visit due to evidence suggesting that he had completed a full year at the junior college. 
Prospect participated in on-campus recruiting activities on March 16, 2013. 

The violation was discovered on April 15, 2013 after a telephone inquiry from another 
institution as to how Prospect has been making unofficial visits to various campuses. 
Prospect had visited their institution the previous weekend. Prospect’s transcript 
information received on April 15, 2013 shows an enrollment date of Summer 2012. Based 
on this information, prospect has not completed a full year at the junior college. 

 

 

 



 

Mitigating Factors 

All of the available information pointed to the fact that Prospect was in his second year 
at the junior college and had enrolled in December. 

Prospect visited a multitude of other institutions on dates surrounding his unofficial visit 
to the University of Tennessee.  

Corrective Actions 

‐ Institution will count the impermissible contact as one (1) of its three (3) permissible off-
campus contact opportunities with prospect. 

‐ Rules education will be provided to the football coaching staff and recruiting office. 
‐ Compliance office will implement a process for ensuring that non-qualifier two-year 

college prospective student-athletes are not contacted on or off campus until completion 
of their first year at the two-year college. 

The University of Tennessee believes appropriate corrective actions were taken to ensure a 
similar scenario does not occur in the future. If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Matthew Hibbs 
Senior Director of Compliance 
 
cc: Don Bruce 
 Jimmy Cheek 
 Jon Gilbert 
 Dave Hart 
 Mike Ward 
 David Blackburn 
 Butch Jones 
 
 
 
 
 

1551 Lake Loudoun Boulevard, Knoxville, TN 37996 
PO Box 15016, Knoxville, TN 37901 
865‐974‐3871  www.utsports.com 
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  To:  Mike Slive, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference 
From:    Todd Dooley, Associate Athletic Director 
Date:  March 12, 2013 
RE:  Report of Secondary Violation 

 
The University of Tennessee is reporting a violation of NCAA Bylaw 13.10.5 
(Prospective Student-Athlete’s Visit) 

 
 
Date and Location of Violation 

 
The violation occurred on July 17, 2012, when a member of the University of Tennessee 
(“Tennessee”) women’s volleyball staff posted two pictures from a camp which included 
prospective student-athletes. 

 
Description of the Violation 

 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.10.5, an “institution shall not publicize (or arrange for publicity of) a 
prospective student-athlete's visit to the institution's campus.”  This prohibition also includes 
publicizing, or arranging for publicity of, a prospective student-athlete's attendance at any camp or 
clinic held on the institution's campus.  
 
In July 2012, the Tennessee women’s volleyball program hosted a camp/clinic for a group 
including prospective student-athletes. On July 17, 2012, a member of the women’s volleyball staff 
posted two pictures from the camp on the “Tennessee Lady Vol Volleyball” Facebook page. 
These two pictures (attached hereto as Exhibits A and B) impermissibly publicized the prospective 
student-athletes’ presence on campus.  
 
When the potential violation was reported to the Tennessee Compliance staff by the Southeastern 
Conference office, the photos were immediately removed. Subsequently, the Compliance staff 
conducted rules education sessions with the women’s volleyball staff to review the involved Bylaw 
along with all other bylaws pertaining to publicity and promotional activities. 

 
Identity of the Individuals Involved in the Violation 

 
Director of Volleyball Operations – Jenna Dover  
Multiple prospective student-athlete campers (as pictured in Exhibits A and B) 

 
 
How the Institution Became Aware of the Violation 
 
The potential violation was discovered by another institution and reported to the Southeastern 
Conference office. When the Compliance staff became aware of the violation, a meeting was 



scheduled with the involved staff member and the pictures were immediately removed. 
 
List of Corrective Actions 

 
- The Compliance staff has ensured that all pictures potentially publicizing the prospective 

student-athletes’ presence on campus were immediately removed. 
- Consistent with similar infractions reports, the Compliance staff has conducted rules 

education sessions with the women’s volleyball staff to review the involved Bylaw along 
with all other bylaws pertaining to publicity and promotional activities. 

 
 
We believe the institution has taken the appropriate corrective actions. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me.  Thank you. 
 
 
 
cc: Don Bruce 
 Jimmy Cheek 
 Dave Hart 
 Angie Keck 
 Rob Patrick   
 Mike Ward 
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To:  Mike Slive, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference 
From:    Karen Kelly, Director of Compliance 
Date:  April 25, 2013 
RE:  Report of Secondary Violation 
 
 
The University of Tennessee is reporting a violation of NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2 (d -3) 
(Permissible – Meals incidental to Participation – Meals in Conjunction with Away-
from-Home competition)  
 
 
Date and Location of Violation 
 
The violation occurred on February 23rd, 2013.  
 
 
Description of the Violation 
 
Michael Beaumont (Beaumont), the Director of Operations for Women’s Basketball, provided per 
diem to the team prior to their departure for their game at the University of Arkansas.   
 
Institutional policy states that per diem must be given per the location where you will be resting 
your “head”. 
 
Beaumont, gave the team per diem at the rate for lunch for Knoxville, Tennessee not Fayetteville, 
Arkansas since the departure time was lunch in TN.  This resulted in each individual receiving $3 
more for lunch per diem then was permissible.  
 

 Identity of the Individuals Involved in the Violation 
 
Michael Beaumont – Director of Operations 
 
Women’s Basketball Team  
 
 
How the Institution Became Aware of the Violation 
 
The institution became aware when the paperwork for the trip was submitted to the Athletics 
Business office for their review and approval.  
 
 
 
 



List of Corrective Actions 
 
- Student-athletes donated excessive per diem to a charity of their choice 
- Review of institutional per diem policy by entire staff 
 
 
We believe the institution has taken the appropriate corrective actions. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me.  Thank you. 
 
 
 
 

cc: Don Bruce 
 Jimmy Cheek 
 Michael Beaumont 
 Dave Hart 
 Holly Warlick 
 Donna Thomas 
 Mike Ward 
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